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Something’s happening … 17 Nov 2018
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4 Something’s 
happening …
25 Jan 2019

Climate change 

'Our house is on fire': Greta Thunberg, 16, 
urges leaders to act on climate 
Greta Thunberg 

Swedish school strike activist demands economists tackle 
runaway global warming. Read her Davos speech here 
Fri 25 Jan 201914.57 GMT 

.A. 'I want you to panic': 16-year-old issues climate warning at Davos - video 

< 
8,651 
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Something’s happening … 25 Apr 2019
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Something’s happening … 1 May 2019
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Something’s happening … 5 Jun 2019
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8 “The house is on fire”
- GRETA THUNBERG

We must save energy and carbon in a hurry –
embodied not just operational.
We need more thought and less stuff.

Are we experts UP FOR IT?
Are we experts UP TO IT?
Or have we just been messing about?

REMEMBER: Much of what we have got used to in 
the West, we’re not necessarily entitled to.
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We need to save real energy and carbon
not virtual energy and carbon!

NATURE CAN’T BE FOOLED … Richard Feynman

Buncefield oil depot fire Hemel Hempstead,11 December 2005. Global CO2 emissions equal nearly 2000 of these, constantly burning, every day.
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Sleepwalking into unsustainable buildings

Half a century of sleepwalking towards climate change
15 April, 2019 By Bill Bordass

The need for sustainable architecture has been known for years, yet time and again the profession
has ducked any responsibility, writes Bill Bordass

‘The Sleepwalking Profession’ – the print headline of the AJ’s leader in its ‘Wake Up’ Climate Change
issue couldn’t be a truer description, though it may apply to all building professions.

In 1963 the RIBA published the first edition of its Plan of Work, including a Stage M – Feedback. Here, the
architect would collaborate with client, engineers, quantity surveyor and contractor to study the building in
use, its construction, and the management and performance of the project. In 1972, however, the RIBA
removed Stage M because clients wouldn’t pay for it and the RIBA did not want to suggest that architects
should do it for nothing. So society constrains what we need to do, but shouldn’t it have been made a
professional duty instead? Surely it should now.

Most building professionals still know little about how their projects perform in use

It took 35 years for Stage M to return, as L2 and L3 in 2007, superseded in 2013 by a poorly fleshed-out
Stage 7. Twelve years on, most building professionals still know little about how their projects perform in
use. They remain happy to follow Design for Compliance rituals in spite of massive performance gaps,
with energy use and carbon emissions commonly two or three times the design estimates. To me, ‘we
were only following orders’ doesn’t look like discharging a duty of care to the public and planet. Do we
deserve our professional status? 
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At the end of 1973, we had the oil crisis

In 1974, coal 
supplies also ran 
short in the UK, 
through trade union 
action, bringing on 
the 3-day week and 
bringing down the 
Tory Government …
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The American Institute of Architects 

published a policy document
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RIBA Energy Group 1979 – 8 papers on issues,

50 Case Studies of low-energy buildings, with data

SOURCE: G Kasabov (ed), Buildings, the Key to Energy Conservation, RIBA Energy Group, 1979, 96 pages.
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but 20 years later, in 1990 …

SOURCE: M Coomber, Tales of the Unexpected, Building Magazine 38-39 (17 August 1990).
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… and in the USA
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… and in Australia, though its NABERS 

system has improved things in rented offices

SOURCE: Ecolibrium, the Journal of the Australian Institute of Refrigeration, AC and Heating, 24-32 (February 2009)
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Evidence of UK performance gaps is now 

overwhelming; in some other countries too.

SOURCE: Ian Taylor and Judit Kimpian, Carbon Buzz Launch slides, 6 June 2013.  www.carbonbuzz.org

Distributions of estimated
and actual annual CO2

emissions/ m2 usable floor 
area in Carbon Buzz data
base. www.carbonbuzz.org
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Even CIBSE admits it

UK Chartered Institution of Building Services
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But 45 years after the oil crisis, many 

remain in denial about the true outcomes

SOURCE: by Louis Hellman for cover of W Bordass, Flying Blind, Association for the Conservation of Energy, London, (2001).
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While policymakers often ignore Case Studies, 
saying they are anecdotal: THEY ARE NOT!
FIVE MISUNDERSTANDINGS (after Flyvbjerg)
1. General knowledge is better than context-specific knowledge.

NO: They complement each other.
2. You can’t begin to generalise from a single case.

NO: Individual cases and outliers can be bellwethers.
3. They might help you make hypotheses, but other methods are better 

for hypothesis-testing and theory-building.
NO: They can also test hypotheses, using multiple methods.

4. They have a bias to confirming the investigator’s bias.
NO: They often provide new and richer insights,
BUT they need to be done with a degree of independence.

5. They do not let one develop general propositions and theories.
BUT: They help us develop coherent strategies for the future.

Why do people ignore advance warning signals - the dead canary in the 
coal mine? SEEKING MORE DATA IS OFTEN A DELAYING TACTIC.
REFERENCE: B Flyvbjerg, Five misunderstandings about case study research, Qualitative Enquiry 12, 219-245 (2006),
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The elephant isn’t in the room,

IT IS THE ROOM!

SOURCE: Bruce Flye, 2012, www.bruceflye.com/concept-graphics/illustrations/4092610

WE HAVE A SYSTEMIC PROBLEM: Blindness to performance in use
It’s not just the construction industry, it’s the way we all go about things



22 Technology - management interactions:
conclusions from the Probe studies of public and 
commercial buildings and confirmed by later work

Diagram first appeared in: Probe 19: Designer Feedback, Building Services, the CIBSE Journal, page E21 (March 1999). 



23 Technology - management interactions:
conclusions from the Probe studies of public and 
commercial buildings and confirmed by later work

Diagram first appeared in: Probe 19: Designer Feedback, Building Services, the CIBSE Journal, page E21 (March 1999). 

Simple Smart 

Sense and 
Science

Secure Type A
Seek more Type B
(and possibly Type D)
Avoid Type C -
unmanageable complication.

Big danger, 
especially for 

public 
buildings

High
Performance

Will ordinary 
people be 

able to look 
after them?
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In spite of these insights from the 1990s, 
complication has burgeoned in recent years

• Technical complication
• Legislative complication
• Contractual complication
• Bureaucratic complication
• Tick-box procedures: feature creep
• Complication for building

users and managers
So less money to spend on basics
The complication disease has now spread to housing too!

AND NOTHING JOINS UP PROPERLY!
“Complexity is profitable, [it] makes people believe you understand it.”   

JON DANIELSSON
F Stevenson et al,: The usability of control interfaces in low-carbon housing, Architectural Science Review, 1-13 (2013).

5 vans on callout
at CSH Code 5 
sheltered housing.
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A path to energy sufficiency ?
• Engage people – you can’t leave them out!
• Reduce demand – by not having things.
• Increase efficiency – of the stuff that’s left.
• Improve controls – make them user-friendly.
• And only then decarbonise supplies – low carbon 

energy is not to be squandered.
• Avoid waste – there is such a lot of it.
• Make things simpler and do them better.
• Maintain a golden thread from design intent to use.
• Follow through, report outcomes, share learning.
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How can we save energy in a hurry?

over to Alan Meier
who’s done it.



Saving Electricity in a Hurry

Alan Meier



Saving Electricity in a Hurry 
(International Energy Agency, 2005 & 2011)

currentenergy.lbl.gov (2001)

25+% electricity reduction in
Juneau, Alasaka, (2008)



A Special Kind of Crisis

• A temporary shortfall in electricity supplies
– Usually lasts days to months
– Typically caused by a combination of technical and

social problems
• Not enough time to bring replacement

equipment or finish repairs
• The grid is intact, so delivery of power to

customers is not a problem
• The goal is to  avoid blackouts and allow near-

normal economic activities (and keep your job!)



What Causes the Crisis? 
Weather, Technical Malfunctions, Market Failures 

• A drought in Brazil
• Flawed deregulation in California
• Tsunami in Japan
• Safety flaws in Japanese nuclear power plants
• Transformer explosion in Arizona (USA)
• Refinery explosion in Australia
• Avalanche in Alaska
• Heat waves and cold waves in USA, France, Sweden,

Korea (?)
• Unexpected increase in demand from economic

growth in South Africa, Korea (?)



Reminder: Technical Failures Require 
Time to Repair

An  explosion at the 
Westwing

transformer station 
in Arizona



Strategies to Balance the Grid

1. Rolling blackouts
2. Raise the price of electricity
3. Ration electricity
4. Reduce demand quickly through voluntary

measures



Example: Drought in Brazil (2001)

• Brazil is 100% hydro and highly integrated
• Drought caused 20% shortfall in supplies

– Long-term problem: Brazil failed to build new capacity
because of uncertain market liberalization

• Government treated the problem as a national crisis
– Emergency committee run by president’s chief of staff



Conservation Actions in Brazil
• 20% mandatory reduction in electricity use vs. last

year for all customers
– disconnections for those who fail

• HUGE media campaign
– Contests, comparisons between towns
– Symbolic actions, such as re-scheduling football games

• Technical changes
– Millions of CFLs
– Freezers unplugged
– Industries re-sold firm power

• No price hikes for most residential customers



Brazil Results: 20% reduction

• No blackouts, economy survived, savings continued
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Voluntary Measures to Conserve
Changes in behavior can happen very quickly (within hours) 
and lead to rapid reductions in demand.  Steps to conserve:
1. Convince the public that a crisis exists
2. Explain to the public how their actions can help solve the

problem and what actions to undertake
3. Provide incentives, feedback and encouragement

– Effective programs are expensive

Advertisements from 
New Zealand using 
humor to communicate 
message



Voluntary Programs Need Mass 
Participation to Succeed

• Use mass media
– Generation of electricity is a highly centralized activity but the

consumption of electricity is highly dispersed and diffuse.
Mass media is the only way to influence consumption quickly

– TV, newspapers, radio, websites
• Use social media to target special user groups

– Facebook, social media, websites
• Make saving electricity fashionable (popular)

– Use television stars, actors to deliver message
– Use humor to encourage behavior change
– Start contests, competitions

• Pay for savings with incentives, rewards, prizes



Never Waste a Crisis!

Prepare to save electricity gradually
• Improve electricity pricing and feedback

– Adjust tariffs to reflect cost of supply
– Install smart meters
– Organize “Demand Response” for large customers

• Introduce new energy-efficient technologies
– Minimum efficiency standards (MEPS) & accelerated

appliance replacement
– Fuel switching

• Encourage consumers to maintain their energy-
saving behaviors



Conclusions

• Rapid, temporary, reductions in demand are
achievable without damaging economy

• Effective use of the media is critical
– Humor works

• Many short-term reductions were achieved without
raising prices

• Shortfalls are likely to happen more often in the
future because
– Market liberalization reduces reserve capacity
– Climate change increases weather variation
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DISCUSSION

Saving energy and carbon in a hurry

• HOW MUCH?
• HOW FAST?
• HOW?
• WHO?
• WHERE?
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POINTS MADE IN DISCUSSION - 1
• How can “hot” and “cold” politics work best together? 

We need both the radical and the reflective. 
• We need to shift emphasis from What? to How?

For example, Extinction Rebellion’s 2025 UK zero-carbon 
target is probably impossible, but Reading University 
suggests that 2030 might be achievable.

• What can we do and do well now? 
Probably quite a lot. We’re not starting from a blank slate, 
as some policy makers think. Make them aware of this.

• We often need more action, not more research.
Or, at the very least, action research.

• Build on what we’ve got: refine it by applying it.
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POINTS MADE IN DISCUSSION - 2
• Why shy away from the truth? 

We should learn from failures, not hide them.
• Get away from the neoliberal viewpoint:

Treat people as citizens, not just consumers. 
• Develop local skills and networks for retrofitting etc. 

based on trust: relationships, not just transactions.
AND FOR OURSELVES PERSONALLY…
• Who if not we? We’re part of the problem too, SO:
• Lead by example and walk the talk. Otherwise we are 

hypocrites. Setting an example can also lead to 
unexpected emulations and spin-offs by others.

• Get out there! Increase our presence where we live, via 
schools, community groups, politicians and so on.
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SPECIFIC IDEAS RAISED
• Never waste a good crisis: Prepare for the inevitable, like 

a repeat of the 2003 European summer.
• Why not ban internal flights, where trains are available?
• Alan Meier’s Saving Electricity in a Hurry was for short-

term emergencies. How can one avoid fatigue in a long 
emergency? Sufficiency needs to be rewarding too.

• Inject more humour into the whole subject. 
The British were seen to excel at Situation Comedy TV: 
How about a low-carbon version of The Good Life?

PLEASE SEND MORE IDEAS TO 
ADAM HINGE hingea@aol.com 
HE WILL RELAY THEM TO ACEEE




